


Ali Nazik (Beybaba Special) £15.95
Tender pieces of grilled meat, whether lamb or chicken, are lovingly nestled on a bed of velvety roasted eggplant puree. The creamy eggplant,
roasted to perfection, complements the succulent meat, creating a symphony that’s rich and tantalizing.

Iskender (Beybaba Special) £15.95
Slices of tender, succulent meat are elegantly layered on a bed of freshly baked bread. A generous drizzle of tangy tomato sauce
and a dollop of rich yogurt complete this masterpiece. 

Lamb Shank (Beybaba Special) £16.65
The lamb shank, tender and succulent, is marinated with care and then gently braised until it reaches a state of mouthwatering tenderness.

Lamb Musakka (Beybaba Special) £13.90
Tender pieces of lamb are lovingly layered with sautéed eggplant, tomatoes, and fragrant spices, then baked to perfection. The lamb, seasoned to 
perfection, mingles harmoniously with the silky eggplant and the vibrant tomato sauce.

Alti Ezmeli (Adana) (Beybaba Special) £15.95
At its core, tender minced meat is masterfully blended with a medley of spices, creating a kebab that’s both bold and refined

Lamb Sarma Beyti (Beybaba Special) £15.95
It’s prepared as boneless, obtained from the most unique parts of the lamb. Tender lamb, marinated to perfection, is meticulously rolled
and then threaded onto skewers, creating an enticing spiral of flavour grilled to succulent perfection.

Chicken Sarma Beyti (Beybaba Special) £15.95
Succulent pieces of marinated chicken are carefully rolled with a delicate wafer, creating a fusion of surprising and delightful textures,
and the wafer combines with the rich creaminess of yoghurt sauce.

Lamb Cassorole (Beybaba Special) £15.30
Tender pieces of lamb are nestled in a flavorful medley of vegetables and aromatic spices, then slow-cooked to perfection in casserole.

Chicken Cassorole (Beybaba Special) £15.30
Tender chicken, thoughtfully seasoned, is nestled amidst a medley of vegetables and aromatic herbs, then slow-cooked to perfectionin casserole

SALADS

SHARING IS CARING PLATTERS

Meditteranean Salad £4.95
The marinated lamb is then expertly threaded onto skewers and grilled to perfection over an open

Coban Salad £4.50
This traditional Turkish salad features a vibrant assortment of diced tomatoes, cucumbers, bell peppers, and red onions, all tossed together with fresh 
parsley and mint.

Grilled Halloumi £3.00
Our halloumi, a semi-hard cheese with a unique ability to hold its shape on the grill, is expertly charred to golden perfection, creating a
harmonious blend of smokiness and creaminess.

Chicken (4pcs) £4.90

KIDS
Chicken Nuggets £5.45
Plain Spagetti £5.25
Fish Fingers £5.45
Meat + Chips £5.95
Chicken Shish (4pcs)  £5.95
Boiled Veg. Potato  £3.95

SIDES
Chips £2.50
Yoghurt £2.50
Rice £2.50
Couscous £2.50
Mush Potato £2.95
Mixed Veg. Boiled £4.45

Yaprak Doner (Beybaba Special) £12.95
It is doner prepared by arranging pieces of meat open in leaves. 

Lamb Shish (Beybaba Special) £13.65
The marinated lamb is then expertly threaded onto skewers and grilled to perfection over an open flame, imparting a tantalizing
smokiness that elevates the taste to new heights.

Chicken Shish £12.95
Each skewer features juicy pieces of chicken, infused with a harmonious blend of herbs and spices that create a tantalizing aroma and taste.

Adana £12.95
Handcrafted with care, we blend premium minced meat with a secret selection of spices, creating a sensational symphony
of taste that’s rich and robust.

Chicken Kofte £11.95
Crafted with care, our kofte are a blend of premium ground chicken, infused with a melange of aromatic herbs and spices.

Chicken Wings £11.95
These succulent wings are marinated to perfection, infusing each bite with a tantalizing blend of spices and seasonings that awaken
your taste buds. Cooked to a crispy golden-brown, our Chicken Wings offer a satisfying crunch that gives way to tender, juicy meat.

Chicken Thigh’s Shish £12.95
Skillfully threaded onto skewers, the chicken thighs are then grilled to achieve that ideal balance between a charred exterior and tender interior.

Mixed Shish (Any two above) £16.95
Succulent pieces of marinated chicken and tender lamb dance on skewers, creating a harmonious fusion that’s a true delight for your palate.
The smoky aroma and the perfectly charred exterior give way to juicy, succulent meat that’s brimming with flavor.

Lamb Ribs (7pcs) £15.45
Sourced from the finest cuts, these ribs are a masterpiece of flavor and tenderness, marinated to perfection and slow-cooked until they
practically fall off the bone. 

Lamb Chops (4pcs) £17.95
Marinated to perfection, the lamb chops are a harmony of tender meat and bold seasoning, grilled to achieve the ideal balance
between a charred exterior and juicy interior.

Lokma (Beybaba Special) SIGNATURE £18.95
De-boned chine of lamb, cut from the high end of the rib bone to produce flavoursome medallions, it’s then wrapped in its own fat seasoned
to perfection and cooked on hot coals.

All main’s served with rice, couscous or chips,  salad and grilled pepper and tomato served on slice of flat bread

HOUSE SPECIAL & SIGNATURE
Served one of any 3 side’s rice, couscous or salad.

Vegetarian Musakka  £12.95
Layers of tender eggplant, zucchini, and potatoes are carefully combined with a medley of sautéed vegetables and aromatic herbs.

Imam Bayildi £12.95
This classic creation features tender eggplant, gently roasted to perfection and then stuffed with a delightful mixture of sautéed vegetables
onions, and aromatic herbs.

Falafel’s on Lalezar £10.95
These golden-brown spheres, crafted from ground chickpeas, herbs, and spices, are lovingly fried to a crispy exterior while maintaining a tender, savoury.

Served with salad, rice or couscous

VEGETARIAN
Sea Bass Fillet  £15.90
Sea Bream Fillet £15.90
Salmon Fillet £15.90
Sea Food Casserole £15.90

Served with salad and your choice of one of the side’s

SEAFOOD

HOT STARTERS
Halloumi £4.95
Originating from the Mediterranean, this semi-hard cheese boasts a unique texture that beautifully withstands grilling and pan-searing, resulting in a 
delightful blend of crispiness and creaminess.

Sucuk £4.95
This spiced, air-dried sausage is a fusion of flavorful herbs and premium beef, meticulously blended and aged to perfection.

Sigara Boregi (Beybaba Special) £4.95
Translating to ‘cigarette pastry,’ this crispy treat features thin layers of dough wrapped around a delectable mixture of seasoned feta cheese,
creating a savory fusion of textures and tastes.

Calamari £5.65
Tender rings of calamari are expertly coated and lightly fried to achieve a delicate, golden-brown crispiness that retains the seafood’s natural succulence.

Falafel £4.95
These golden-brown orbs, crafted from a blend of chickpeas, herbs, and spices, are expertly fried to achieve a crispy exterior while maintaining
a tender, flavorful interior.

Garlic Fresh Mushroom £4.95
Tender mushrooms are expertly sautéed to perfection, allowing their natural flavors to shine while being delicately infused with the
comforting warmth of garlic.

Hummus Kavurma (Beybaba Special) £5.95
Our hummus, expertly prepared with creamy chickpeas, tahini, and a touch of zesty lemon, is crowned with flavorful kavurma,
a medley of sautéed meat and aromatic spices.

1 Pan Fried Liver (Beybaba Special) £5.95
Slices of liver are gently pan-fried to achieve a delightful balance of crispy edges and succulent interior, offering a symphony
of taste that’s both hearty and satisfying.

Grilled Fresh Mushroom £4.95
Tender mushrooms are expertly grilled to create a tantalizing blend of smokiness and succulence, capturing the essence of the outdoors.

Lahmacun (Beybaba Special) £3.90
Our lahmacun, a thin, savory flatbread topped with a delectable mixture of minced meat and fragrant spices, is skillfully grilled to achieve
a delightful harmony of crispiness and tenderness.

Balloon Bread £3.45
This unique bread, baked to golden-brown perfection, puffs up like a balloon, revealing a soft and airy interior that’s as captivating as it is delicious.

Pan Fried Prawns £5.65
Jumbo prawns, expertly seasoned and lightly pan-fried to perfection, offer a symphony of taste that’s both tender and satisfying.

Meat Ball’s (Beybaba Special) £5.55
Crafted from a blend of premium ground meats and aromatic spices, our meatballs are expertly formed and cooked to perfection,
creating a symphony of taste that’s both hearty and satisfying.

Mixed Hot Meze £15.45
Halloumi, Sucuk, Calamari, Sigara Borek, Meat Ball’s, Falafel

APPETIZERS
Mixed Olives £3.95
Chilli Bread £3.95
Garlic Bread £3.95
Half Soup £3.95

COLD MEZE
Tzatziki £4.35
This creamy yogurt-based dip is expertly infused with fresh cucumbers, aromatic dill, and a touch of zesty garlic, creating a harmonious
blend of taste and texture.

Hummus £4.55
Crafted with care, this creamy blend of chickpeas, tahini, olive oil, and a touch of lemon creates a tapestry of taste that’s as inviting as it is delicious.

Tarama Salad £4.35
Our Tarama Salad features a velvety blend of fish roe, expertly seasoned with a touch of lemon, olive oil, and fresh herbs, creating a
symphony of flavors that’s both luxurious and delicate.

Saksuka (Beybaba Special) £4.65
This medley of eggplant, peppers, tomatoes, and onions is skillfully sautéed and infused with a harmonious blend of spices, creating
a symphony of taste that’s both comforting and exciting.

Babaganoush (Beybaba Special) £4.95
Roasted eggplant, skillfully blended with tahini, olive oil, and a touch of garlic, creates a symphony of taste that’s both rich and nuanced. With every dip 
of your pita or vegetable, you’ll experience the creamy texture of roasted eggplant, accented by the nuttiness of tahini and the gentle warmth of garlic.

Yaprak Sarma £4.95
Tender vine leaves embrace a delicious filling of fragrant rice, aromatic herbs, and a touch of zesty lemon, creating a harmonious
blend of textures and tastes.

Ezme Salad £4.35
This finely chopped medley of fresh tomatoes, peppers, onions, and herbs is masterfully combined with zesty pomegranate molasses
and a hint of spicy red pepper flakes, creating a symphony of flavors that’s both invigorating and satisfying.

Atom £4.35
Prepared with the hottest dried chilies fried in butter and served with garlic flavored yogurt.

Mixed Cold Meze £10.95
Hummus, Tarama, Cacik, Saksuka, Babaganoush

Served with homemade bread

FRESH DAILY SOUPS
Lentil £5.45
Kelle Paca (Beybaba Special) £5.95
(Head trotter soup)

Served with homemade bread and Sogus 

Lahmacun Turkish Pizza £3.90

BAKERY

Minced Lamb Pide £10.90
Delight in the savory perfection of our Minced Lamb Pide – a culinary masterpiece that marries the rich flavors of seasoned minced lamb with the rustic charm 
of freshly baked dough. The pide, lovingly crafted, envelopes the succulent minced lamb, creating a symphony of taste that’s both hearty and satisfying.

Minced Lamb, Cheese Pide £10.50
The pide, skillfully shaped and baked to perfection, cradles this exquisite combination, offering a symphony of flavors that’s both indulgent and satisfying.
With each bite, you’ll savor the tender essence of seasoned minced lamb, elevated by the hearty satisfaction of melted cheese.

Vegetarian Pide £10.50
This delectable creation features a medley of fresh, colorful vegetables nestled within our expertly baked dough, creating a harmonious blend that’s both 
nourishing and satisfying.

Spanish Cheese Pide £10.50
Our expertly baked dough encases a symphony of Spanish cheeses, creating a culinary experience that’s both familiar and exotic.

Kusbasi Pide / Diced Lamb £10.90
At the heart of this dish is succulent diced lamb, marinated with a blend of traditional spices that infuse every bite with rich, aromatic flavour, which boasts a 
satisfying contrast of crispy edges and a soft interior.

Cheese & Tomato Pide £9.90
Our expertly baked dough embraces a blend of creamy cheese and zesty tomatoes, creating a harmonious fusion of comfort and freshness.

PIDE
Mushrooms,Eggs

Extra £1

Mushrooms,Eggs
Extra £1

CHICKEN
PLATTER

BEYBABA FAMILY
SPECIAL

BEYBABA
DELUXE

Served with rice, couscous, salad 
bottomless bread,  plus choice

of any two cold meze

1 CHICKEN SHISH,
1 CHICKEN KOFTE,

CHICKEN WINGS (8pcs)
1 CHICKEN TIGHT SHISH

£44.95

Served with rice, couscous, salad 
bottomless bread, plus choice

of any 3 cold meze

YAPRAK DONER,
1 LAMB SHISH,

1 CHICKEN KOFTE,
1 CHICKEN TIGHT SHISH
CHICKEN WINGS (8pcs)

ADANA KOFTE

£69.95

Served with mixed cold meze, rice, 
couscous, salad, bottomless bread, 

plus choice of one hot meze

YAPRAK DONER,
1 LAMB SHISH, 2 ADANA

LAMB RIBS (7pcs)
LAMB CHOPS (4pcs)

LOKMA (4pcs)

£99.95

WRAP

Doner £9.95
Indulge in layers of succulent, perfectly seasoned and slow-roasted meat, expertly carved and nestled in a warm, pillowy pita wrap.

Lamb Shish £11.95
The marinated lamb is then expertly threaded onto skewers and grilled to perfection over an open flame, imparting a tantalizing
smokiness that elevates the taste to new heights.

Chicken Shish £10.55
Each skewer features juicy pieces of chicken, infused with a harmonious blend of herbs and spices that create a tantalizing aroma and taste.

Adana £10.55
Handcrafted with care, we blend premium minced meat with a secret selection of spices, creating a sensational symphony of
taste that’s rich and robust.

Chicken Kofte £10.55
Crafted with care, our kofte are a blend of premium ground chicken, infused with a melange of aromatic herbs and spices.

All Wrap’s come’s with salad and wrapped with homemade tortila wrap bread

MANGAL SECTION MAINS


